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8. Conducting any other necessary activities
relating to electric vehicles.

The Japan Electric Vehicle Associatioo
describes its formation and role as follows:

The research and development of electric
vehicles in Japan had been conducted on a
large scale as a big project of the Agency of
Industrial Science and Technology of the Min-
istry of International Trade and Industry (MITJ)
for 6 years starting from 1971.

Although automobile traffic in Japan had
rapidly grown since around 1960 as an indis-
pensable transportation means rooted in the life
of the people, the progress of environmental
pollution due to automobiles, or traffic jam,
exhaust gas, noise, etc. had become a serious .
socialproblem.

From the viewpoint of preventing the en-
vironmental pollution due to automobiles, the
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology
had employed a theme "R & D of electric
vehicles: and carried out this R & D as a
national-scale big project for a time period of
6 years and with a budget of approximately
5.7 billion yen under tripartite cooperation
among governmental, academic and private sec-
tors. Developed as a result were than the
world's highest-performance components such
as a battery, motor and controller, and a variety
of electric vehicles mounting those components.
Technology and know-how gained through this
R & D paved the basis of the subsequent R
& D of electric vehicles.

In 1976, the last year of the big project,
the Electric Vehicle Council was founded as
an advisory body to MITJ for the purpose of
drafting measures that promote the populariza-
tion of electric vehicles. Also in this year,
Japan Electric Vehicle Association was estab-
lished for making electric vehicles more popular
under MITI's guidance. Besides, in 1978,
Electric Vehicle Engineering Research Associa-
tion (EVERA) was set up for developing prac-
tical electric vehicles of standard type. This
association conducted R & D while receiving

Mm's subsidy. Still now, these three organiza-
tions are engaged in activities on the research,
development and popularization of electric
vehicles throughout this country including
private companies under MITJ's leadership."

4.4.2 Electric Vehicle Development
Corporation (EVDC), U.S.A.

U.S. organizations supporting the commer-
cialization of electric vehicles include:

Electric Vehicle Development Corporation
(EVDC),California

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Palo
Alto, California

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
Washington

Various electric utility companies

The background of the EVDC was described
in a paper published at the Seventh Interna-
tional Electric Vehicle Symposium; November
13 to 16, 1988; in Toronto.

"Background

Electric vehicle commercialization requires the
parallel development and evolution of technol-
ogy, market, and infrastructure. Since the mid-
1970s, significant effort and resources have
been committed to EV technology research and
development. Until 1984, however, little atten-
tion was directed to defining and building an
initial market for EVs and establishing the sup-
port systems required to keep EVs operating
and productive in the field.

Recognizing this, and the long-term potential
for EVs, a group of electric utility companies
formed the Electric Vehicle Development Cor-
poration in 1984. EVDC's sole purpose is· to
successfully commercialize EVs in North
America by consolidating the interest and ac-
tivities of key stakeholders. EVDC is supported
by its membership, which includes electric
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EV- 30 is a two-seater electric vehicle with a
new Zinc/Bromine battery, developed to trans-
port people from room to room, This fationable
concept makes it more enjoyable and versatile.
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High performance & personal beauty EV based
on new ALTO.
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utility companies that collectively account for
some 40% of V.S. electricity generation, as well
as major automotive and component manufac-
turers such as General Motors Corporation
(GMC), Chrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Com-
pany, Chloride EV' Systems (CEVS), and
Powerplex Technologies, Inc.

EV technology development is currently being
performed by the V.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), the Electric Power Research Institute,
and private industry. EVDC works in partner-
ship with these organizations to review market
needs and technology R&D priorities. It also
plays a significant role in organizing and
monitoring joint development programs. Much
of EVDC's success can be traced to building
good working relationships with DOE, EPRI,
manufacturers, user groups, and EVDC mem-
ber organizations. These relationships are essen-
tial to achieving steady and progressive
commercialization.

It is interesting to note here that in
this very statement, while condemn-
ing the Auto industry, EVDC is sup-
ported by GM, Ford and Chrysler.

Because the EV represents a substitute for
the petroleum-powered vehicle, the automotive
industry is not motivated to take the lead in
EV commercialization. This situation gave rise
to the need for an organization such as EVDC
to shepherd EV technology. EVDC's efforts to
bring together the various elements necessary
for EV introduction represent a model of com-
mercializing a new technology."

4.4.3
stitute

Electric Power Research
(EPRI), U.S.A.

In-

"EPRI is an independent private, nonprofit
Corporation supported through the voluntary
payments of members. EPRI membership com-
prises approximately 600 V.S. investor owned,
cooperative, municipal, and federal utilities.
EPRI plans and manages a program of re-
search, development, and demonstration that as-
sists member utilities and benefits their
customers in meeting future electricity needs
in the most cost-effective and environmentally
acceptable way."

EPRI describes its EV activities as well as
those of the V.S. Department of Energy and
various electric utilities:

Building the EV Industry: A Coor-
dinated Effort

Current EV development--led by EPRI's
Electric Transportation Program, the Electric
Vehicle Development Corporation, the V.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), major V.S.
automobile manufacturers, and specific electric
utilities--holds little resemblance to the EV
development work of even a decade ago. Today,
EV developers are working together to produce
EVs tailored to specific markets.

EPRI's Electric Transportation Program is an
essential part of this coordinated EV effort.
Along with battery and component R&D, the
Program funds projects that develop and
demonstrate road worthy EVs. These whole-
vehicle projects--the subject of this publication-
-include the electric van based on the GM
G-Van, the Chrysler TEVan, and "advanced"
electric vans featuring batteries and components
still under development that will provide longer
range and higher performance for the 1990s.
In addition to EPRl, DOE funds advanced-
van R&D.

These projects are part of today's coordinated,
nationwide effort to produce EVs that meet
specific transportation needs and solve specific
transportation problems. This market responsive-
ness is showing results: production EVs are on
the road, plans for next-stage EVs are in place,
and advanced EVs suitable for both cargo and

In a brochure entitled "Building the Electric
vehicle Future: EPRI's Vehicle Development
Activities", EPRI describes itself:



in 1986. The ETX -IT Program will culminate
in mid-1988 proof-of-concept propulsion system.
This propulsion system consists of Ford's single-
shaft ac powertrain and a sodium-sulfur bat-
tery. The powertrain integrates a two-speed
transaxle and an ac motor that are packaged
as a unit and arranged concentrically on the
drive-wheel axis."

passenger fleet use are on track for the early
1990s."

r:

EV Activities of the U.S. DOE4.4.4

DOE as an Active Partner in Van
Development

In addition to EPRI's electric Transportation
Program, DOE funds R&D for advanced, high-
performance electric vans. Two DOE programs
focus on concurrent development of advanced
battery and powertrain technologies.

EV Activities of Various Electric
Companies

4.5
Utility

Who is helping EPRI, DOE, and automobile
manu- facturers bring new electric vans to the
production stage?In the Dual-Shaft Electric Propulsion System

Program (DSEP), Eaton Corporation is develop-
ing a dual-shaft ac powertrain, which, with
an advanced nickel-iron battery made by Eagle-
Picher Industries, will be integrated into a
Chrysler minivan. In the dual-shaft construc-
tion, the electric motor and two-speed trans-
mission operate on separate but parallel axes.
This 54-month program IS scheduled to be
completed in November 1988.

Electric utilities. For instance, with EPRI, the
Tennessee Valley Authority cofunds the Electric
Vehicle Test Facility in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
where all promising new EVs are tested before
being marketed by the Electric Vehicle Develop-
ment Corporation. With EPRI, the Southern
California Edison Company IS cofunding
development of the Chrysler TEVan. Cofund-
ing for other EV projects such as extended-
range EV development will come from Arizona
Public Service Company and the Los Angeles
Department of Water & Power.

With the Ford Motor Company, DOE is spon-
soring the Second Generation Single-Shaft
Electric Propulsion System (ETX -IT) Program.
This Program IS a extension of the ETX-1
Program, in which a proof-of-concept ac drive
system for, passenger vehicles was developed

Although this utility backing is critical, the
future of the EV industry as a whole. This
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support is needed to seed the development of
the market and to help establish the infrastruc-
ture for this promising technology."

EPRI's electric transportation program is con-
tinuing to sell itself to electric utilities.

"How can your utility help?

The best way to get involved m the excit-
ing future of EVs is to try the vehicles
firsthand. Contact EVDC to arrange a test-drive
of a GM Griffon electric van and obtain or-
dering information for the new electric G-Van.
The G-Van will be available in late-1988.
Buying one to use as a utility-fleet and public-
relations vehicle is the most direct way to con-
vince your utility and your commercial
customers of the benefits that EVs offer in
cost savings and dependability.

In guiding the development of the EV in-
dustry, EPRI's Electric Transportation Program
is helping to introduce products that could
mean major new load and business oppor-
tunities for electric utilities. The time to sup-
port the Program and the future of electric
vehicles is now."

4.6
Various

Status of Electric Vehicles in
Countries

However, the primary factors that definitely
determine popularization of an electric vehicle
are believed economy and performance ob-
tainable with it.

The realization and even small-scale produc-
tion of electric vehicles depend on the develop-
ment cl ecmcmical production methods.
Improving economy means increasing demand
and making mass production possible.

The performance of an electric vehicle is af-
fected to more or less great measures by per-
formance of the batteries used, which fact
justifies the view that the authentic populariza-
tion of this vehicle category may depend on
the development of really satisfactory, efficient
batteries.

In Japan, various new types of batteries for
power storage have been developed in re-
searches under the sponsorship of the nation-
al government. The techniques employed in
them are highly expected to be applied to
developing a battery for electric vehicles.

The widespread use of electric vehicles would
normalize electric-power loads, increase demand
for electric power, and diversify energy sour-
ces and would therefore exert great influence
on the activities of electric power and on
various other fields.

The Ministry of International Trade and In-
dustry report entitled "Energy Outlook for the
Twenty-first Century" places importance on
the electric vehicle as a future transport-ener-
gy form.

Electric power companies are importing electric
vehicles from overseas for actual evaluation and
are energetically engaged in the development
of new models.

In the U.S.A., on the other hand, large sums
of funds have been invested in the research
and development of a new battery from mul-
tiple angles. In Japan, further cooperation from
every field of the related industries as well
as understanding and consensus are required

4.6.1 Future of EVs in Japan

The future of EVs in Japan is described in
a Mini Guide to Electric Vehicles published
by the Japan Electric Vehicle Association. It
also reviews the situation around the world.

"Electric Vehicle Council worked out a long-
term plan called the "basic plan to popularize
electric vehicles" with the aim of reaching the

. annual yield of 10,000 and the owned num-
ber of 15,000 (5,000 on-road and 10,000 off-
road) vehicles by 1990.

Popularization of electric vehicles largely
depends on society's concern about environ-
mental preservation, energy supply and demand
trend, and other socio-economic situations.



to promote the development and popularization
of an electric vehicle so that Japanese tech-
nology in this field can become highly com-
petitive with the United States."

4.7 U.S.A.

"Research activities" including those of the
Department of Energy (DOE) and of electric
power companies and other research organiza-
tions are currently employing about 600 on-
road electric vehicles, although the total of
such vehicles on the road in the United States
is estimated to be several thousand.

Although this work had an annual budget
of millions of dollars, at the time, recent chan-
ges in government policy have reduced the
figure. Moreover, emphasis has been shifted to
fundamental development in the fields of bat-
teries and dynamics structures. Work in these
basic departments has begun and is proceed-
ing steadily.

Employment results of governmental develop-
mental work, the private sector is hurrying to
make great investments on its own in the
development of vehicle bodies, motors, and
new battery types.

Electric power companies are putting great
hopes in the electric vehicle because of its ef-
fects in increasing power demands and nor-
malization of load. The Electrical Power
Research Institute (EPRI), funded by several
electric power companies, is engaged in com-
munal research with the DOE and on its own
plans for the electric vehicle as an effective
power-utilization method. In pace with these
activities, such electric power companies as the
Tennessee Valley Authority are eagerly carry-
ing out their own experimentation.

With funding from electric power companies
and with assistance from EPRI and DOE, the
Electric Vehicle Development Ccrpcratkn
(EVDC) has been formed to establish a sys-
tem for introducing and supplying electric
vehicles to electric power companies and is

becoming a leader in the popularization of such
vehicles in the United States."

4.8 Europe

"The countries of the European Community
are enthusiastically going ahead with research
and popularization of electric vehicles. In each
nation, electric power companies are taking the
lead in research and development. Within the
EC framework, in April, 1978, AVERE (The
European Electric Vehicle Association; head-
quarters in Brussels, Belgium) was founded,
in cooperation with member nations, to promote
the popularization of electric vehicles. The EC
provides some financial assistance to research
in this field in each nation. Furthermore, EC
as a whole is engaged in the following electric
vehicle research and popularization activities.

Development of electric vehicle batteries as
part of the Research and Development Plan,
one of the themes of EC energy-conservation
study.

Study of the introduction of electric vehicles
and the dual-mode bus as part of Cost Plan-
ning, a communal undertaking of the European
nations in the field of scientific technology and
research."

4.9 Great Britain

"With a total on the road of about 35,000,
England uses more electric vehicles than any
nation in the world. It is said that virtually
all milk delivery trucks in London are of this
type. In addition, electric vehicles are used for
newspaper delivery and as electric power com-
pany service trucks. Although most of these
are low-speed models, research is currently
directed toward the development and
pcpularizatim ci high-perfomance electric
vehicles.

As part of the "London Goes Electric" plan
for Greater London, a number of electric
vehicles were put into experimental usage; and
the economy of their operation was analyzed.
In addition, with assistance from the EC, plans
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for the development and introduction of hybrid
vehicles are going forward.

In the private sector, with assistance from
the Electricity Council and the Department of
Trade and Industry; enterprise groups are ac-
tively engaged in research and development
on high-performance batteries and bodies."

4.10 France

4.11 West Germany

"As a part of their research, development,
and popularization activities, recently an or-
ganization centering on the French Power Public

"The central element in West Germany's plan-
ning for research, development, and demonstra-
tion was the Electric Road Traffic Committee,
a subsidiary of RWE, the nation's largest power
company. With financial assistance from the
federal government (Ministry of Research and
Development and Ministry of Transportation)
and from the provinces, this plan has intro-
duced about 70 small vehicles and small
delivery vans into more than 10 cities, has
put about 20 electric buses into operation in
Dusseldorf, and has initiated research into the

development cl an
electric bus with a
new kind of battery-
charging system.RENAULT~ electrique

In addition the
authorities have put 20
hybrid (battery-diesel)
buses into operation in
Stuttgart and 20
hybrid (battery-diesel
and trolley-diesel sys-
tem) buses in Esslin-
gen and Essen.

Corporation has been testing well over a
hundred electric vehicles. Hybrid (battery-trol-
ley and battery-diesel) buses are operating in
the cities of Nancy and Tours. With EC as-
sistance, a group centering on automotive
manufacturers is engaged in research on high-
performance vehicles and new battery types.

In France, electric vehicles are most widely
used for refuse collection. About 300 such col-
lector vehicles are currently operative in Paris,
and several have been exported for use in
Belgium."

Having fulfilled its
purpose, in 1987, GES
was absorbed into
RWE, which now does
its own electric vehicle

research and development. With assistance from
the Ministry of Research and Development, re-
search and development in the fields of bat-
teries and motors are progressing steadily."

4.12 Italy

"In Italy various kinds of research and
development in electric vehicles are being con-
ducted, with EC assistance, by the Ente
Nazionale per L'Energia Elettrica, the Societa
Italiana per L'Esercizio Telefonica, and the Con-
siglio Nationale delle Ricerche. In addition to
test-operation more than 10 commercial vehicles
in several cities, they are developing and recom-
mending the application of small and hybrid
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buses and are conduction research and develop-
ment activities in conjunction with private com-
panies and public organizations."

4.13 Other Countries

"Zermat city in Switzerland uses 200 units
of EV and carriage instead of internal com-
bustion engine vehicles for environmental
preservation.

In Holland a public traffic system is now in
operation employing EV as public rental car
called "witcars".Besides development activities
have been carried out by university.

In Belgium and Denmark development ac-
tivities have been carried out in the Univer-
site Libre de Bruxells in its campus.

In addition to using a small number of electric
vehicles for postal delivery, Finland, Sweden,
and Austria are engaged in various kinds of
research and development.

Countries Outside Europe

Australia, Taiwan, India, Hong Kong, and
China are developing electric vehicles and in-
vestigating their application."

4.14 Forecast Evolution of the
Electric Vehicle Industry

Eight potential markets for the EXAR-1
electric automobile have been identified:

The inventor of the EXAR-1 feels that the
car will sell well to the general public based
on his actual experiences at trade shows, where
thousands of orders were placed for purchase
of the EXAR-1.

The real and practical experiences at these
shows and expositions have simply conftrmed
market potential as described in a number of
market studies. The indication by these studies
that thousands of electric automobiles could be
sold to the general public has been confirmed
in actual receipt of thousands of orders, some
with deposits as high as one thousand dollars,
($1,000.00) per order. Hundreds more orders
have been received from radio shows in which
the inventor has participated and even after
the listeners had been advised that orders were
not being taken and that production might be
as long as two years before delivery. Hundreds
of checks were deposited in special escrow ac-
counts with the Reunion Bank in Dallas, Texas.
Over a period of time however, the depositors
have been asked to take their money back
until a deftnite production date is announced.
From bank records it is determined that or-
ders were still in place as late as 1986.

The confirmation of a vast number of the
general public prepared to purchase the EXAR-
1 as soon as a production date is announced
has been conftrmed by radio talk show hosts
on whose talk shows Mr. Ramirez has ap-
peared.

Public Petroleum, in order to get an idea of
the acceptance of the EXAR -1 has held a
number of small displays in order to get market
feedback. In each and every instance where
the car was displayed at a public facility, the
response has been overwhelming. Since these
displays were not in advantageous or in con-
sumer oriented areas, the response was more
than signift~t.

Like many technical entrepreneurs the
inventors' actions in developing the car were
based on a market opportunity. Ramirez has
developed a unique plan for the innovative
commercializationof the electric vehicle industry
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and the advantages of returning to a system
used in the early 1900's by setting up regional
assembly plants for a vehicle far less compli-
cated than conventional gasoline vehicles offers
tremendous advantages to both the public and
the manufacturing facility. In developing the
prototype from 1973 to 1979, the inventor was,
and still is, ahead of his time. Following in-
formation suggests that the timing is now right
to begin electric vehicle assembly plants.

The large amount of activity in the electric
vehicle industry in the 1980's, in many
countries, by some very credible organizations,
suggests that an electric vehicle industry will
start to get off the ground in the late 1990's
unless the EXAR-1 is produced before that
time.

A large number of surveys prepared on the
potential market all indicate several thousands
of electric automobiles could be sold if produced.
The latest surveys have been geared to electric
trucks because of the influx of participants in
the truck field. These same surveys are self
serving and have been developed under the
auspices of these same truck and van oriented
organizations. This group of opportunists are
deceiving the public in that none of them
have done any basic research, they have simp-
ly converted gasoline trucks and vans to electric
power. A close study of the current back-
ground of electric vehicle development indi-
cates that the majority of American and
Japanese automobile companies have placed
their attention in the electric vehicle market
on trucks and vans limited to short distances
and light weight delivcry. Since these
automobile companies provide the vans and
trucks which are being converted they also
encourage this area of production. Their in-
fluence provides a negative impact on the
development of passenger electric automobiles.

The automobile industry certainly has no in-
terest in the commercialization of a passenger
electric vehicle whose innovations contrast cur-
rent automobile technology in the same way
that the transistor affected the vacuum tube

industry. The technological advances in produc-
tion, repairs and maintenance, sales and dis-
tribution, of the EXAR-1 as proposed by Mr.
Ramirez represents the transistor advancement
in electric car manufacturing versus the vacuum
tube position of current gasoline automobile
production.

Papers, and long term market development
plans, exposed at the Seventh Annual Electric
Vehicle Symposium, provided almost identical
market development plans as presented in the
late 1970's with the exception that the em-
phasis in this show changed from electric pas-
senger vehicles in the late 1970's to truck and
vans in the late 1980's. It might be considered
that this change was due to the lack of ac-
ceptance by the general public in an electric
automobile, however, in closer study, it is
obvious that since the abdication of the EXAR-
1 in 1981 there has been no other real electric
passenger automobile to step forward and fill
the gap. The years of costly research and
development which were required to produce
the EXAR-1 have not since been duplicated
by any other organization that we have been
able to uncover. Since the transition from
gasoline truck or van to electric power requires
little or no research and development, or. tech-
nological expense, this has been the path of
least resistance taken by the entire electric
vehicle industry as is reported currently. We
have been unable to find any other electric
passenger vehicle which has extended either
the research and development or the invest-
ment required to design and produce an electric
passenger automobile. All other passenger
automobiles in the electric vehicle field have
been conversions of existing automobiles. With
few exceptions that date back to early 1980,
excluding golf cart type vehicles, those few
vehicles which were independently designed
were not of the caliber of the EXAR-1 and
in effect, amateurish attempts at a limited
manufacturing capacity.

Through the majority of the research re-
quired to prepare this report, the phrase "long
term market development plans" seem to em-
phasize the word 'long' and dating back to
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the late 1970's, the same phraseology has not
changed, only the dates have been moved up
from the late 1980's now to the late 1990's,
but all other aspects of that elusive develop-
ment plan seems to have remained the same.
Another coincidental phrase found throughout
the research and dating back to the late 1970's
has been "Three Phase" plan, outline, or
development program, etc.. Examples of these
types of reports are shown in the Exhibits
and they have not changed since 1977. In a
recent survey prepared by Maritz Marketing
Research Firm conducted in March of 1988,
they rated the importance of operating at-
tributes as follows:

1. Needs fewer repairs 92%
2. Lasts longer 88%
3. Fully warranted 87%
4. Avoids gas price increases 82%
5. Non-polluting 67%
6. Less engine noise 28%
7. Unique and noticeable 23%

In areas with high pollution, the non-pollut-
ing aspect was almost as important as the
economic attributes.


